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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT                                   
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 
                                                                                     _ 
       ) 
U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE   ) 
COMMISSION,     ) 
       )  
    Plaintiff,   ) Civil Action No. 18-CV-5587 
       )  
   v.    ) Judge John Z. Lee 
       )   
EQUITYBUILD, INC., et al.,   ) Magistrate Judge Young B. Kim 
       ) 
    Defendants.  )  
                                                                    ) 

 
SEC’S RESPONSE TO CERTAIN MORTGAGEES’ MOTION  

TO EXPEDITE DISCOVERY AND HEARING ON LIEN PRIORITY  
 

Various institutional lenders challenge the Receiver’s exercise of discretion for an orderly 

and efficient process to resolve the competing claims to real estate purchased by the Cohens’ 

defrauded investors.  (ECF No. 285).  The lenders seek to upset the Receiver’s proposal by 

expediting an expensive and resource-intensive discovery schedule quickly followed by an 

evidentiary hearing.  The lenders want this expedited process to subordinate the claims of 

hundreds of investors whose money purchased the subject properties and who had recorded 

security interests earlier in time than the lenders.  However, the Receiver’s proposal falls 

squarely within the business judgment entrusted to him by Judge Lee, while the expedited 

process sought by the lenders will only serve to deplete the Receiver’s limited resources and 

hinder his work on behalf of all creditors.  Also, unlike the lenders’ expedited process, the 

Receiver’s proposal affords due process to all creditors, including the true unprotected parties in 

this case: the Cohens’ victimized investors.  Accordingly, the Court should deny the lenders’ 

motion and approve the Receiver’s proposed claims process. 
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A. Background:  Investors Never Released Their Prior-in-Time Security Interests 

The institutional lenders’ continued attacks against the Receiver and their claims of 

ongoing harm presuppose that the lenders, rather than the investors, have the senior secured 

interests in the subject real estate.  As discussed in earlier briefing, the properties in which the 

institutional lenders claim a senior interest were originally obtained with money provided by 

hundreds of the Cohens’ defrauded investors.  (See, ECF No. 114, pp. 4-6; ECF No. 141).1  In 

addition to being purchased with investor funds, the investors held security interests on nearly all 

of these properties.  (Id.).  The mortgages reflecting the investors’ security interests were 

properly filed with the Cook County Recorder of Deeds.  (Id.).  And the investors’ mortgages 

were recorded prior in time to the subsequent mortgages of the institutional lenders.  (Id.). 

The SEC has seen no evidence that the investors: (a) were repaid when the institutional 

lenders issued their subsequent mortgages, or (b) voluntarily relinquished their security interests.  

Notably, the institutional lenders do not even allege the investors were repaid or authorized the 

release of their earlier mortgages.   

Demonstrating that the investors never authorized the release of their mortgages, 

documents executed in connection with their investments expressly preclude the release of 

investors’ security interests without their written approval.  In particular, investors executed 

“Collateral Agency and Servicing Agreements” (“CAS Agreements”) which authorized 

Equitybuild Finance to act as the “collateral agent” and “loan servicer” on the mortgages 

                                                           
1 While Liberty EBCP, LLC did not join the motion of the other institutional lenders, Liberty 
similarly challenges the Receiver’s proposed claims process and seeks expedited discovery.  
(See, ECF No. 280).  Accordingly, the SEC includes Liberty in its references to the terms 
“institutional lenders” or “lenders.”  
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securing the investors’ investments.  (See, Ex. 1, Sample CAS Agreement, pp. 2, 4).2  While the 

CAS Agreements generally authorize Equitybuild Finance to perform “ministerial and 

administrative” functions to service the investors’ mortgages (id. p. 4), the agreements place 

express prohibitions on Equitybuild Finance’s ability to alter or extinguish the investors’ security 

interests.  For instance, the CAS Agreements provide: 

 “IN THE ABSENCE OF WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE 
REQUIRED LENDERS [the majority of investors, in terms of investment 
proceeds, on each mortgage], NEITHER THE COLLATERAL AGENT NOR 
THE SERVICER SHALL FORECLOSE UPON ANY LIEN WITH RESPECT 
TO ANY OF THE COLLATERAL OR TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION WITH 
RESPECT TO THE COLLATERAL OR ANY PART THEREOF.”  (Ex. 1, p. 
5, § 3) 
 

 “the Collateral Agent [Equitybuild Finance] shall have no obligation to, and 
shall not, take any action hereunder or under the Mortgage except upon written 
instructions from the Required Lenders in accordance with Section 6(a).”  (Id., 
p. 5, § 4(a)(ii)). 

 
 the “Collateral Agent shall act only on written instructions from all Lenders 

[investors] with respect to the amendment or termination of the Mortgage…” 
(Id., p. 6, § 6(a)).  

 
Despite these restrictions on Equitybuild Finance’s ability to modify the mortgages 

without investors’ written instructions, the SEC is unaware of the investors providing such 

authorization.  The SEC is further unaware of the investors being paid to relinquish their security 

interests.  Notably, the institutional lenders have offered no evidence, or even allege, that the 

                                                           
2 In the course of its investigation that preceded this lawsuit, the SEC received from Equitybuild 
a limited and incomplete production of the CAS Agreements.  The SEC understands that the 
investors whose investments were secured by mortgages generally executed such agreements, 
and that the CAS Agreements contained materially identical terms.  Exhibit 1 is an example of 
one such agreement, and was executed by an investor who received a security interest in 638 N. 
Avers (Ex. 1, p. 10), one of the properties in which Freddie Mac claims to be the senior secured 
lender.  (See ECF No. 114, p. 5).  The SEC is compiling the CAS Agreements in its files and, at 
the institutional lenders’ request, has agreed to voluntarily and informally produce them.  The 
fact that the SEC has agreed to voluntarily produce these documents militates against the need 
for expedited discovery.  (See ECF No. 280, p. 6 (Liberty claims discovery is needed to obtain 
CAS Agreements)). 
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investors authorized or were compensated for any release or modification of their recorded 

mortgages.   

For properties where the investors filed their mortgages with the Recorder of Deeds, and 

where the investors never were paid for or authorized the release of their mortgages, the 

investors appear to have prima facie priority over the later issued mortgages of the institutional 

lenders.  See, e.g., Fannie May v. Kuipers, 732 N.E.2d 723, 726, 728 (Ill. App. Ct. 2000) (“A lien 

that is first in time generally has priority and is entitled to prior satisfaction of the property it 

binds … a mortgage lien is created upon the recording of the mortgage with the recorder of 

deeds … [a] presumption exists that the first mortgage recorded has priority … a perfected 

mortgage lien remains in effect unless released pursuant to the Mortgage Act”) (citations 

omitted).  Thus, the Court should view with skepticism the institutional lenders’ claims that the 

Receiver’s proposal infringes on their rights as senior secured creditors.3  

B. The Expedited Process Sought by the Institutional Lenders Would Hinder the 
Receiver and Harm Investors 
 

The institutional lenders claim they need discovery and an evidentiary hearing on an 

expedited basis because “they have not been nor are they currently adequately protected.”  (ECF 

No. 285, p. 2).  The lenders, who are represented by sophisticated counsel and have objected to 

and been heard on nearly every proposal made by the Receiver, ignore that the investors are the 

truly unprotected parties in this matter.  Indeed, the investors have not even received notice that 

the lenders claim priority and seek an expedited process to subordinate the investors’ prior-in-

                                                           
3 The lenders have argued that, despite the investors having the earlier recorded mortgages, the 
lenders have higher priority under the “bona fide purchaser” doctrine.  (See ECF 140, p. 12).  
However, the Illinois Supreme Court has long held:  “Where the prior legal owner is wholly 
innocent, has neither done nor omitted to do anything, it is inequitable to sustain the claims of a 
subsequent holder even though he be also a bona fide purchaser.”  Mitchell v. Sherman E. 
McEwen Assocs., Inc., 196 N.E. 186, 189 (Ill. 1935).   
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time security interests.  In the same vein, the lenders’ motion seeks the initiation of a discovery 

process and evidentiary hearing that does not contemplate investor participation.  Nor does the 

lenders’ proposal call for the investors to be represented by counsel.4   

An expedited discovery process will also place significant impositions on the Receiver.  

Forcing the Receiver into discovery now will require the expenditure of substantial costs needed 

to respond to document requests and interrogatories, and participate in many depositions.  Given 

the Receiver’s precarious financial situation, the heavy costs associated with discovery will serve 

to further deplete receivership assets.  This means less money for the Receiver to administer the 

estate, less money to grow the pot of assets available for creditors, and, ultimately, less money to 

compensate the victimized investors.  Beyond the financial implications, imposing expedited 

discovery at this stage would divert the Receiver’s attention from his court-imposed obligations 

of managing and liquidating real estate, evaluating and pursuing offensive claims, and addressing 

health and safety issues affecting the residents of receivership real estate.      

C. The Receiver’s Claims Process Proposal Is a Reasonable Exercise of His 
Discretion and Business Judgment 
 

While the institutional lenders may object to certain aspects of the Receiver’s proposed 

claims process, they do not and cannot show that the Receiver’s proposal falls outside the bounds 

of the reasonable business judgment entrusted to him by Judge Lee.  To that end, the Receiver’s 

proposal provides for an orderly process for evaluating the competing claims of all creditors, 

including the investors and institutional lenders.  (See ECF No. 241).  The Receiver’s proposal is 

                                                           
4 While the SEC’s mission includes protecting investors, the SEC’s counsel does not and cannot 
represent any investor in this matter.  And though the Receiver is tasked with administering the 
receivership for the general benefit of creditors, the Receiver likewise does not represent any 
investor.  Given the circumstances, appointment of pro bono counsel, per Local Rule 83.35, may 
be appropriate to ensure the investors are adequately represented in any process to determine the 
priority of their security interests vis-à-vis the institutional lenders.  
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also consistent with this Court’s directive that “the claims process should be implemented to 

ensure that investors and lenders receive due process.”  (ECF No. 223, p. 8).5 

For instance, the Receiver’s proposal provides for notice to all creditors, including the 

hundreds of investors who have yet to receive notice that the lenders seek to subordinate their 

claims.  (ECF No. 241, pp. 5).  The Receiver’s proposal requires all creditors to submit the 

documents each creditor believes supports its claims of priority and rights to compensation.  (Id., 

p. 6).  This mechanism alone will provide for the orderly production of documents supporting 

both the investors’ and lenders’ claims – the same documents that would otherwise be sought in 

the lenders’ proposed expedited discovery.  The Receiver prudently allows 120 days for creditors 

to submit claims.  While the institutional lenders feel this timeframe is too long, it is reasonable 

to ensure that the unrepresented and less sophisticated investors are able to comprehend the 

claims process, seek counsel if desired, compile documents supporting their claims, and submit 

them to the Receiver. 

Next, the Receiver’s proposal calls for discovery to take place shortly after the end of the 

claims submission process.  (ECF No. 241, p. 9).  By the time discovery commences, the 

institutional lenders and investors will have submitted all of their relevant documents supporting 

their claims for priority.  This means the scope of discovery should be much narrower, and less 

resource-intensive, than the open ended expedited discovery sought by the institutional lenders.  

Finally, the Receiver’s proposal contemplates the Receiver analyzing the competing 

                                                           
5 On the other hand, the institutional lenders’ proposal, in which the investors neither receive 
notice of or are able to meaningfully participate in the expedited discovery process, does not 
comport with traditional notions of due process.  See, e.g., Simer v. Rios, 661 F.2d 655, 667 (7th 
Cir. 1981) (“Notice and an opportunity to be heard are the touchstones of procedural due 
process.”); SEC v. Wealth Mgmt., LLC, 628 F.3d 323, 330-31 (7th Cir. 2010) (investors entitled 
to object and file interlocutory appeal over receiver’s proposed distribution plan). 
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claims and their supporting documents, recommending a proposed distribution plan reflecting his 

assessment of the claimants’ priority, and allowing for all creditors to object and be heard by the 

Court.  (ECF No. 241, p. 9).  This aspect of the Receiver’s proposal also subscribes to this 

Court’s requirement that “priority determinations should not be rendered until a claims process 

has been approved and implemented.”  (ECF No. 223, p. 9 n.3).  Allowing the claims to be heard 

in this manner, rather than an expedited evidentiary hearing in which investors do not receive 

notice and are not represented, allows the Court to make its priority determination in an orderly 

manner and ensures all creditors can participate.  Deferring the priority determination until later 

in the process also helps preserve the substantial resources that would be expended preparing for 

and conducting an evidentiary hearing on an expedited basis.   

As to the lenders’ concerns that the Receiver’s proposal harms them because the Receiver 

may divert rent payments for administrative purposes (ECF No. 285, pp. 13-14), those concerns 

are alleviated by Court orders and the Receiver’s subsequent representations.  Specifically, the 

Court has already ordered that the Receiver segregate rents.  (ECF No. 223, p. 9).  And the 

Receiver has since represented to the Court that he will continue to segregate the rents for 

properties where the institutional lenders claim a security interest.  Thus, the assets associated 

with the subject properties will be preserved until the eventual determination of priority. 

D. Conclusion 

The Receiver’s proposal, despite the institutional lenders’ objections, reflects a 

reasonable exercise of his discretion and business judgment to resolve the competing claims of 

investors, institutional lenders, and other creditors.  Accordingly, and for the reasons discussed 

above, the Court should approve the Receiver’s proposal and deny the lenders’ motion for 

discovery and an evidentiary priority hearing on an expedited basis.  
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Dated:   March 29, 2019    Respectfully submitted,  
               
          /s/ Benjamin Hanauer     

Benjamin J. Hanauer (hanauerb@sec.gov) 
Timothy J. Stockwell (stockwellt@sec.gov) 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
175 West Jackson Blvd., Suite 1450 
Chicago, IL 60604 
Phone:  (312) 353-7390 
Facsimile: (312) 353-7398  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I hereby certify that I provided service of the foregoing Response, via ECF filing, to all 

counsel of record and Defendant Shaun Cohen, on March 29, 2019.  I further certify that I caused 

the foregoing Response to be served on Defendant Jerome Cohen, via overnight delivery, at 1050 

8th Avenue N, Naples, FL 34102. 

 
 

      _/s/ Benjamin Hanauer_______________________ 
      Benjamin J. Hanauer 
      175 West Jackson Blvd., Suite 1450 
      Chicago, IL 60604 
      Phone:  (312) 353-7390 
      Facsimile: (312) 353-7398  
 
      One of the Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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